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Attention: Mr. Jeffrey A. Ciocco
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Subject: MHI's Revised Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 576-4603 Revision 0

Reference: [1] "Request for Additional Information No. 576-4603 Revision 0, SRP Section:
09.02.02 - REACOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM - Design
Certification and New License Applicants, Application Section: 9.2.2," dated April
26, 2010.

[2] MHI letter UAP-HF-10161 "MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 576-
4603 Revision 0," dated June 08, 2010.

With this letter, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. ("MHI") transmits to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ("NRC") a document entitled "Revised Response to Request for Additional
Information No. 576-4603 Revision 0". This transmittal amends the Reference 2 response for
question 09.02.02-69.

Enclosure 1 is the revised responses question 09.02.02-69 which are contained within Reference
[2].

Please contact Dr. C. Keith Paulson, Senior Technical Manager, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy
Systems, Inc. if the NRC has questions concerning any aspect of the submittals. His contact
information is below.

Sincerely,

Yoshiki Ogata,
General Manager- APWR Promoting Department
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.

Enclosures:

1. Revised Responses to Request for Additional Information No. 576-4603 Revision 0

CC: J. A. Ciocco
C. K. Paulson
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C. Keith Paulson, Senior Technical Manager
Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc.
300 Oxford Drive, Suite 301
Monroeville, PA 15146
E-mail: ck-paulson@mnes-us.com
Telephone: (412) 373-6466
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7/29/2011

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 576-4603 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/26/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-69

Sections 10 CFR 52.47(a)(6) and 10 CFR 20.1406 require applicants for standard plant design
certifications to describe how facility design and procedures for operation will minimize
contamination of the facility and the environment. In order for the staff to confirm compliance with
these requirements, the design control document (DCD) needs to be revised to explain how the
component cooling water system satisfies the requirements specified by 10 CFR 20.1406,
"Minimization of Contamination."

As described in US-APWR DCD Tier 2 Section 9.2.2.2.1.3, "CCW Surge Tank," makeup water can
be supplied from three sources; demineralized water (DWS), primary makeup water system
(PMWS), and refueling water storage system (RWS). The PMWS and RWS may contain
concentrations of tritium or levels of corrosion and fission product contamination. In addition, the
component cooling water system (CCWS) is used to cool components containing reactor cooling
system (RCS) fluid at pressures much higher than CCWS pressure, so leakage between the
systems will be into the CCWS. Based on industry experience with shell and tube type heat
exchangers, and to a greater degree plate type heat exchangers, some chronic leakage or
anticipated operational occurrences related leakage of radioactive fluids into the CCW system may
be expected during the operation of the plant. Some loads of the CCWS are located in the turbine
building which include instrument air system (IAS) compressors/coolers. At other plants, these
compressors/coolers are cooled by the turbine component cooling water system (TCCWS), which
is typically not subject to radiological contamination.

Describe in the DCD the basis and assumptions which demonstrate that the use of CCWS instead
of other available system such as TCCW to cool the IAS compressors (Section 9.3.1) satisfies the
requirements in 10 CFR 20.1406.

ANSWER:

CCWS makeup sources use "clean" water (i.e., the potentially contaminated PMWS primary
makeup source and RWSP) have been deleted as potential CCWS makeup source. Normally
locked-closed valves NCS-VLV-063A/B and a spoolpiece provide one isolation from the FSS. In
the event that there is in-leakage through the RCP thermal barrier HX, the isolation valves on the
RCP thermal barrier HX CCW return lines are automatically closed by the high flow rate signal,
thereby preventing CCWS contamination. Since the probability of contamination in CCWS is very
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low and the isolation valves are rapidly closed when the in-leakage occurs, potential contamination
of the CCWS is minimal. In addition, the boundary valves (NCS-AOV-057A/B and
NCS-AOV-058A1B) that are between the Reactor Building and Turbine and Auxiliary Buildings can
be closed by operator action from the MCR if contamination is detected by radiation monitors.

Two-barrier isolation of the CCWS from surge tank makeup sources is shown in DCD Tier 2 Figure
9.2.2-1 (Sheets 1, 2). Leakage from the higher pressure components into the CCWS is
discussed in DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.3.1.

Although it is a non-safety system, the IAS is important as it has a substantial influence on the
plant availability. Since the IA compressor is used during normal operation and outages, it is
desirable to maintain support systems required for any mode of plant operation. If the IAS cooling
water is supplied through the secondary system TCCWS, the IAS would be unavailable as the
TCCWS may be unavailable during outages. Thus, the system is arranged so that cooling water is
supplied to the IA compressor from the CCWS, which has four trains of safety system equipment
and high availability.

Impact on DCD

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be revised as follows:

* Delete the PMWS (primary water) and RWSP as sources of CCWS makeup.
* Add FSS as a CCWS makeup source.

DCD Tier 2 Figure 9.2.2-1 will be revised as follows:

• Change valve position of NCS-VLV-063A/B from "normally closed" to "locked closed" (LC).
* Delete PWMS (primary water makeup) line and associated valving to the CCWS. (PWMS

deareated water supply path remains.)
* Delete RWSP (makeup) line and associated valving to the CCWS.
* Add FSS line and associated isolation connection.
* Delete locked closed "LC" designation from RCP cross-tie valves.
* Add "LC" designation to boundary valves with FSS and VWS (NCS-VLV-321A/B, -322A/B,

-323NB, -324A/B, -325A1B, -326A/B)

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.5.1.2.2 will be revised as follows:

* Add statement indicating use of FSS for surge tank makeup.

DCD Tier 2 Table 12.3-8 will be revised as follows:

* Add additional discussion of "Minimization of Contamination" features.

Impact on R-COLA
There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA
There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA
There is no impact on the PRA.

9.2.2.69-2



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

The CCW surge tank is designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26,
seismic category I, and is designed to the requirements of the ASME Section III, class 3.

In case of a small leak out of the system, makeup water is supplied as necessary until the
leak is isolated.

The makeup water can be supplied from the following systems:

• Demineralized water system (DWS) which supplies the demineralized water
Fire protection water
supply system (FSS) - Primary makeup water system (PMWS) which supplies the deaerated water a4d
which supplies fire primary makoup wator
protection water.

Deaerated water is used for initial filling of this system and demineralized water is used
for automatic makeup when the tank water level reaches a low level setpoint.

If nococca,, prIm-r,' "akoup water an.d. roAfu.ing wat.. m.ay be uscod during a
Zm9rgency. Refueling wat.. "terage Pi0t ic Wat.. .. o.... of coicmiG categ'" ....

Water chemistry control of CCWS is performed by adding chemicals to the CCW surge
tank to prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance. The CCW inj The CCWS is designed such that makeup to the surge tanks is not required for a minimum of

seven days if the system is isolated. To provide additional capability for long-term functionality 3 in
after a safe shutdown earthquake, makeup to each CCWS surge tank can be provided by the FSS ate
using piping to the makeup connection that is designed to remain functional after a SSE. The
supply to the FSS makeup connection is through seismically qualified piping from a seismically
Iqualified water source, as discussed in Subsection 9.5.1.2.2
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thermal barrier Hx in consideration of isolation time. Rogarding. the Makeup wat. r 69.u...

of the RWSP to be ccizmiG categoWY 1, this makeup wator zourco pr~oidcz GaPacity toe
accoFmmodate ,sytem loakago for co.en days. Makeup water supply is performed by an
operator by locally operating the manual valves. A vacuum breaker is installed on the
surge tank to prevent damaging the tank in the event of a sudden decrease in water level.

9.2.2.2.1.4 Piping

Carbon steel is used for the piping of the CCWS. Piping joints and connections are
welded, except where flanged connections are required.

9.2.2.2.1.5 Valves

a Header tie line isolation valve

The function of this motor operated valve is to separate each subsystem into two
independent trains during abnormal and accident conditions. This ensures each safety
train is isolated from any potential passive failure in the non-safety portion or another
safety train of the CCWS. This valve automatically closes at once upon the following
signals:

Tier 2 9.2-19 Revision 3







































9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

The plant is constructed using noncombustible materials to the extent practicable. The
selection of construction materials and the control of combustible materials are in
accordance with the guidance of RG 1.189 (Ref. 9.5.1-12) and Section 3.3 of NFPA 804
(Ref. 9.5.1-14).

The storage and use of hydrogen are in accordance with the guidance of NFPA 55
(Ref. 9.5.1-18). Hydrogen lines in safety-related areas are designed to seismic category I
requirements.

Ventilation systems are designed to maintain the hydrogen concentrations in the battery
rooms below 1% by volume, as described in Subsections 9.4.3 and 9.4.5.

The T/B and the turbine lubrication oil system, located in the T/B, are separated from
areas containing safety-related equipment by 3-hour rated fire barriers.

The COL Applicant takes measures to assure that outdoor oil-filled transformers are
separated from plant buildings in accordance with the guidance of NFPA 804 (Ref. 9.5.1-
14) (See COL item 9.5(2)).

The primary fuel storage for each (4 total) emergency power source gas turbine generator
(GTG) and its associated transfer pumps is located in the yard area within a substantial
concrete vault confinement. Potential fuel leaks or spills from the storage tanks are
confined within the compartment surrounding the tanks. Each GTG day tank located
within its GTG room is provided with a spill confinement enclosure capable of holding
110% of the day tank capacity.

Quantities and locations of other combustible materials are identified in the FHA (see

Appendix 9A).

Control of Radioactive Materials

As described in the FHA (Appendix 9A), materials that collect or contain radioactivity,
such as spent ion ex( Finally, the seismically-designed standpipe system of rcordance
with the guidance of Ithe FSS may be used to deliver [[essential service

water]] to the CCW surge tank as makeup following a
9.5.1.2.2 Fire P SSE using [[an ESWS pump drawing from the UHS

The fire water supply system is designed in acc rdance with the guidance of RG 1.189
(Ref. 9.5.1-12) and the applicable NFPA codes nd standards. The fire protection water
supply system is sized such that it contains sdicient water for two hours operation of the
largest US-APWR sprinkler system plus a 00 gpm manual hose stream allowance to
support fire suppression activities. Red dant water supply capability is provided. In
addition to fire suppression activities, e fire protection water supply system may also
supply water for severe accident pr ention, for alternative component cooling water, and
for severe accident mitigation for e containment spray system and water injection to the
reactor cavity, if it is available.

As discussed in Subsection 9.5.1.2, the fire pump arrangement provides two 100%
capacity pumps. One is a diesel driven fire pump and the other is an electric-motor driven
fire pump. One is designated as the lead fire pump. This system arrangement allows
one pump to be out of service and still maintain the capability to provide 100% of the

Tier 2 9.5-9 Revision 3



12. RADIATION PROTECTION US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 12.3-8 Regulatory Guide 4.21 Design Objectives and Applicable DCD Subsection Information for Minimizing
Contamination and Generation of Radioactive Waste (Sheet 11 of 61)

Water Systems (Note: The "System Features" column consists of excerpts/summary from the DCD)

Component Cooling Water System
(CCWS)

The CCWS normally does not contain radioactive fluids and is a closed loop system. It is designed to serve as an intermediate system between
components containing radioactive fluids, which are cooled by the system, and the ESW so as to prevent direct leakage of radioactive fluid into
the environment through the ESW system (DCD Section 9.2.2.1.2). Radioactive contamination of CCWS occurs only if there are leakages from
radioactive users into the CCWS.

Objective System Features DCD Reference

1 Minimize leaks and spills and The system is designed to assure that leakage of radioactive fluid from the 1.2.1.5.4.4
provide containment in areas cooled components is held within the plant.
where such events may occur.

Design features to minimize leaks

Water chemistry control of CCWS is performed by adding chemicals to the 9.2.2.3.4
CCW surge tank to prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system
performance. The CCW in the surge tank is covered with nitrogen gas to
maintain water chemistry.

Piping joints and connections are welded, except where flanged 9.2.2.2.1.4
connections are required.

Tier 2 12.3-62 Revision 3
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12. RADIATION PROTECTION US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 12.3-8 Regulatory Guide 4.21 Design Objectives and Applicable DCD Subsection Information for Minimizing
Contamination and Generation of Radioactive Waste (Sheet 12 of 61)

Objective System Features DCD Reference

Design features to provide containment

Radiation monitors are located downstream of the supply headers and the 9.2.2.5.2
signal is indicated in the MCR. When the signal exceeds the setpoint, an
alarm is transmitted and the CCW surge tank vent valve is closed and
interlocked not to open automatically.

2 Provide for adequate leak detection
capability to provide prompt
detection of leakage for any
structure, system, or cowp
which has t l-al for leakage.

radiation monitors are installed to detect the leakage of radioactive
rials into the CCWS.

kage from a higher pressure component to the CCWS should occur,
rater level of the CCW surge tank increases and an alarm is transmitted
e MCR. If the in-leakage is radioactive, the radiation monitors of the
'9 also indicate in the MCR the increased radiation level and transmit
r rm when the radiation level reaches its set point. After the leak source
ltified, the leak is isolated from the CCWS.

1.2.1.5.4.4

9.2.2.3.1

F9.2.2.2-1.5
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heat exchanger, the isolation valves on the RCP thermal
barrier heat exchanger CCW return lines are automatically
closed by the high flow rate signal, thereby preventing
CCWS contamination. In addition, isolation boundary
valves between the Reactor Building and Turbine and
Auxiliary Buildings can be closed if contamination is
detected by radiation monitors.

I L
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12. RADIATION PROTECTION US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 12.3-8 Regulatory Guide 4.21 Design Objectives and Applicable DCD Subsection Information for Minimizing
Contamination and Generation of Radioactive Waste (Sheet 13 of 61)

Objective System Features DCD Reference

3 Use leak detection methods (e.g., The leak detection instrumentation is described above.
instrumentation, automated
samplers) capable of early
detection of leaks in areas where it
is difficult or impossible to conduct
regular inspections (such as for
spent fuel pools, tanks that are in
contact with the ground, and
buried, embedded, or subterranean
piping) to avoid release of
contamination of the environment.

4 Reduce the need to decontaminate The detection and mitigation features discussed above decrease the
equipment and structures by probability of releases.
decreasing the probability of any
release, reducing any amounts
released, and decreasing the
spread of the contaminant from the

__ source. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

In addition, CCWS makeup sources use only radiologically
"clean" water as potential CCWS makeup sources.

Tier 2 12.3-64 Revision 3
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